INDICATIVE PLAN OF WORK (REVISED)

Tuesday, 27 February 2018

Agenda items
1. Opening the meeting and establishing the quorum
2. Election of chair and vice chair
3. Adoption of the agenda
5. Partial revision of the base Convention: amendment of the procedure for revising COTIF
6. Partial revision of the CIM UR – Secretary General’s report
13. Partial revision of the CUV UR

Wednesday, 28 February 2018

Agenda items
7. Partial revision of the CUI UR
   – Draft texts from the Secretary General resulting from the work of the CUI UR working group
   – Procedural issues associated with modifications to the CUI UR
8. New Appendix H regarding the safe operation of trains in international traffic
   – Draft text from the Secretary General for the new Appendix H resulting from the work of the Committee of Technical Experts
   – Modifications to the base Convention relating to the adoption of the new Appendix H
9. Partial revision of the ATMF UR
10. Partial revision of the APTU UR

Thursday, 1 March 2018

Agenda items
11. General discussion regarding the need to harmonise access conditions
12. Any other business
   – Information from the Secretary General on the Secretariat’s other activities
   – Information from interested observers
   – Future participation of observers
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